Beavers Lose to St. Francis, 71-56,
As Late Surge Overcomes City Rally

By Steve Fink

Trailing by only four points with ten minutes to go after staging one of the greatest comebacks of the season, the City College basketball team fell completely apart in the final period and went down to defeat, 71-56, at the hands of St. Francis at the Columbus Club in Brooklyn last night.

With the score 40-30 going into the third quarter, both squads exchanged baskets before the Beavers went out on an eight-point spree as Gerry Gurkin, Merry Shore and Jerry Domershick tallied from the field, and Shorr converted two foul shots.

Jack Walsh of St. Francis and Domershick then traded fouls. Domershick followed with a set shot to tie the score, but Walsh put in a shot in the right corner as the clock ticked down to the final 10 minutes. St. Francis was ahead by 42-40, at one minute later, a foul by Shorr put City ahead for the first time since the opening seconds of play.

The lead changed hands three times, before the Terriers went into the gap shortly before the end of the period as Ray Rudzinsky hit a pair and Tom Osgood and Walsh each scored on a lay-up. A one-hander by Gurkin cut the lead to four points at the buzzer.

Both teams encountered difficulty in scoring in the fourth quarter but City found the range first when Gurkin tallied on a foul after four minutes of play. However, St. Francis retaliated and left no doubt as to the eventual outcome as they scored virtually at will. Domershick's one-hander with only one minute and forty seconds remaining on the clock was City's last attempt to narrow the field.

After Domershick's game-opening 30-footer early in the third period, the lead, and except for one point midway in the opening period, remained in the possession of St. Francis. City was outscored 2-37 in the second half.

Starring for the Citymen was Domershick, the team's high scorer with eighteen points. The game's high scorer was Rudzinsky of the victors with nineteen points.

"Leap Year Leap"—the class of '54 is now offering tickets for two events at the University on two fouls and Tom Coogan addition to the many eae-
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HANDESSES
Lanzer Charged Chairman
With Anti-Semitic tleaning

A string of incidents, replete with charges, counter-charges, and committee hearings, have given substance to the non-reappointment of Irving A. Lanzer, the D.A. for the County of Suffolk. He was in the Department of Social and Criminal Justice at the time the incident occurred.

Clawsewes in the Sociology Department were first noticeable in the case of Bert A. Aginsky, Chairman of the Department. He dropped Mr. Lanzer from the roster of the Sociology Department as the result of a complaint by Professor Stanley H. Baranoff, in the Fall Term of 1949.

Flagging that year Mr. Lanzer requested permanent reappointment status. The Appointment Committee, then composed of Professors Morris Swedig, Joel Toomas, John Collier and Aginsky, voted not to grant such
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Sales Management Society Sponsors
Mimeograph Corporation President

Harry C. Anderson, President of the R. C. Anderson Mimeograph Corporation, will be the guest speaker at the Sales Management Society today, at 12:15 in 1420.

In his talk, "Salesmanship as a Profession," Mr. Anderson will point out the increasing opportunities available in the sales field. The meeting is open to all students.

Mr. Anderson has had much experience as a salesman and sales manager. After leaving office-supplier work, he became Divisional Sales Manager of Globe Wernicke Company, Dallas, Texas.

Harry C. Anderson was named Vice-President in charge of sales for A. B. Dick Company in 1938. He served this company until 1944 as representative of 4000 different items, in 1944. Mr. Anderson was

He served as Vice-President and President of the National Sales Executive Club, Mr. Anderson was elected President, 1949, and served as President of the Office Equipment Manufacturers Institute. During the course of the term, the S.M.S. has planned some important speakers who will discuss timely topics in the selling field. Lunches and field trips are also planned for the coming months.
Mirthful Moments:  
Society Propagates Laughter

Attention, attention, everyone, cousin, good, great, and excellent; all you who inherit, please, and listen! The Laughing Society of the City College has planned a series of events to promote laughter and joy.

The Laughing Society, in collaboration with the Society for the Advancement of Laughter, has organized a series of events to bring joy to the City College community. These events include laughter workshops, comedy nights, and seminars on the importance of laughter in daily life.

The society believes that laughter is a powerful tool for healing and personal growth. It aims to create a community where people can come together to share laughter and build connections.

Upcoming Events:
- Laughter Workshop: Learn how to improve your sense of humor and bring more joy into your life.
- Comedy Night: Enjoy a night of laughter with our guest comedians.
- Seminar: Understand the impact of laughter on mental health and relationships.

Join the Laughing Society and spread the joy and laughter to everyone around you!
Athletes’ Expenses Cut By Recent FAC Edit

Athletes competing for the College in all phases of the intercollegiate athletic program have been dealt a cutback which, by a recent ruling, has in effect eliminated the privileges remaining to students representing CCNY in varsity athletics.

From an interview with Hoag, Faculty Manager of Athletics at the College, to the coaches of the intercollegiate athletic squads, dated January 15, it is stated that "our estimated income has not materialized, necessitating further cuts in allocation."

This ruling has been met with understandable concern and action on the part of future anticipated financial issues, the coaches are making an effort to see that their athletes are not "left in the cold." At the same time, there is a recognition that the situation will not be affected by the College alone, and that some definite action of a national nature will have to be taken order to reach the situation of the 1952-53 academic year.

This cut in expenses will affect items in connection with practice, home games and travel games which “in other seasons might be considered ordinary.” Items specifically named, for example, that will be approved, include carfare in connection with practice or games, and meals in connection with home contests. There is some relief for athletes on sleeper trips, however, inasmuch as they will continue receiving meals. Even these meals, though, will be kept to the very minimum.

Other “miscellaneous expenditures” which the memo specifically mentions as not to be approved include rubbing alcohol and other special medical supplies and equipment, special athletic trainers at specific events, refreshments to home or visiting teams, certain laundry services, and chewing gum, grapefruit and pineapple previously provided at contests. In addition, teams are to provide their own lunches on sleeper trips.

The entire action was taken in accordance with the FAC memorandum of December 4, 1951 which approved the emergency budget on the understanding that expenditures shall not exceed the cash reserves in the AA.

Beavers Meet B’klyn Mermen In Concluding Meet of Season

Coach Jack Ryder’s varsity swimming squad will be looking to strengthen their position Intercollegiate Swimming Conference Saturday, when they take on a strong Brooklyn College squad at the Uptown tank. The men hope to bring the end of the regular season for the Beaver men.

The success of the City College swimming season thus far has been due mainly to the presence on the squad of a number of very promising freshmen. By far the outstanding member of the squad has been Howie Schoenauer. A product of Cardinal Hayes High School, Schoenauer, a constant performer, and usually a double dipper, has proven his skill by taking three first places in the recent meet with NYU.

McCready has shown himself to be a versatile performer. He has been doing a fine job in the 150-yard individual medley and also the 200-yard butterfly event. Freshman flash Fred Vicedomini has shown to great advantage in the 200-yard style event and also as anchor man on the 400-yard style relay which set a new City College record for the event, breaking the old record set by the 1950-51 squad of Wally Logan, Peter Worms, Dick Price and Abe McMahon.

Charlie Schlichterlein, Peter Worms, Stan Warchel, Dick Price and Abe McMahon, who have all chipped in with the “free style” contingent and have produced fine results.

City now has an overall record of four wins, three losses and a tie. In League competition, their mark is four wins, one loss and a tie.

Holman Calls for Change Of Current Hop Policy Offers Two Alternatives

Decrying the College’s present “middle-of-the-road” basketball policy, Coach Nat Holman has indicated he would favor a plan to de-emphasize the sport completely by dropping it from the big-time basketball program from the schedule next season.

With this drastic change, Holman also offered an alternative, declaring that if the sport cannot be defensed to benefit the players, it should be eliminated. The students need diversions, he said, and something should be done to keep them interested.

Holman’s original proposal was rejected the opinion of the Intercollegiate Council which was favorably disposed of by the Student Senate, which decided to cooperate with the above suggestions which would materialize.

The major reason for the sudden failure of both the basketball and the rifle teams is the loss of three of Holman’s top men. Al Moss, who ranked seventh in the Met Conference in scoring, Captain Bert Meyer and Bill Beter, was lost via graduation as a result of this situation. In the respect Holman finds that players in their second year after School join are currently open to all athletes, and that he be permitted to strengthen the hoop squad recruiting players whose academic records will merit their entrance into College, and other special medical supplies and equipment, special athletes’ trainers at specific events, refreshments to home or visiting teams, and softball and baseball given to the athletes by the Athletic Department.
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